DN1D or DWD is doubtlcss an unaugmented intransitive sometliing that contains marrow, or is fat. BARTH would classify it with the intransitive z perfect. This is supported by Arabic augmented χ ^' χ χ χ χ '^' χ '
5^° containing marrow, the feminine of which is X^S^ s ΑΛ/C * *Uo ovis medullosa.
The scripiio plena of DWD is only Orthographie. The usual punctuation should have been D^ID without compensating for the loss of the dagesh forte. Cf. to ntf? above.
This root has not hitherto been recognised in Hebrew. It is, however, frequently met with in Arabic. &« = he drew, pulied, sirained, extended, stretched, and is considered to be identical with 3^. There is one passage in the Old Testament which probably points to the existence of BBfc in Hebrew. The evidence, it must he owned, is not conclusive, but is worth while considering. fco ^?5? JMBD ΓΡΓΠ ijSIK'Srh (Isa 8 8) is usually translated: And the ouispreading of his wings will be in the fulness of the width of thy land, taking HltSD s an abstract noun plural of ΠΙΩ}. But the use of the plural in itself is sufficient reason to doubt the correctness of this rendering. It is much better to take JTttSD s a Hophai participle. We should accordingly render: and his wings will be spread out, etc. And here we are at once encountered by a great difficulty. The sense of spread out, stretched is usually expressed by the Qal. Thus we have the well-known phrase njitDi Sht an outstretched arm. It is true that the Hiphil is found once or twice to possess this meaning of the Qal, s for instance ^TVltJ ΠΕΚ (Jer 6 12), but this is very rare, whereas it frequently denotes he tumed aside, thrust aside, s tO l^ Π13Π, etc. The Hophai occurs only once more, s a masculine participle HI3D (Ez 9 9), but means perverted justice, and not something spread out. RASHI takes nifcD to be the top of the wing, and says taiD fc^lpi tpsn ty«^nty J p pl . QlMCHl takes it to be like H1D1D.
The difficulties raised above would entirely disappear if we were to take niB s a passive participle Qal of EB , that is to say, an unaug-
f '
mented J^ ^ = «TYltttB , stretched ont, or spread out. The meaning wpulcl " be the same s that suggested above, and the form would be satisfactorily explained.
The order of words in prose would be nitt V£>}3 Π£Π, but in poetry the participle may precede the noun.
. · · . The ordinary word for he circumcised is i?tt. But there can be no doubt that ^ij also occurs. Thus we have Öft^l (Gn 17 n) which obviously can be nothing eise than Niphal of i^ft. Similarly hfo (Jos 5 2 ) is imperative Qal belonging to this latter root. If we may trust some of the editions of the Hebrew Bible, especially that of LET-TERIS, we would have an indisputable unaugmented passive participle in Jos 5 5. D^pö with a dagesh forte in the ^ is found in several editions, and it must clearly be derived form hhti. The verbal force of this word is certainly self-evident. The other editions read d^Ö without a dagesh, in which case it must be parsed äs a passive participle of ^D, like wrapt up (i Sam 21 10) from üh. This fact shows clearly the close connection of the geminate verbs with the mediae waw. It is to be observed that in the same chapter we find !?b from bbfc äs well äs ^D from ^D, which proves that the author used both roots indifferently.
]5$. There seems to be no clear connection between Arabic â nd Hebrew )ö. The former denotes he weakened, diminished, was bounicous, whereas the lattei -a portion. Altogether the verse in which } 3 occurs ( · 48 24) is very difficult. Most of the modern commentators emend iiläö to 1 }£. It is, however, probable that the original meaning of ]1D is äs assumed by ZERWECK x he separated, divided. If <f * this view be "adopted )D would be a J^ÄS'form with a passive signification, literally, somcthing separaied, «or divided, hence a Portion.
]ö a string of a harp is supposed to be a loan-word from Syriac a hair. Its etymology is obscure. For there can hardly be sufficient justification to connect it with Arabic £^ > weakened^ diminished, \vhence ]ö or I^JÄ hair, something diminished or thin.
It is immaterial whether the transitive meaning of Ja^ is prior to the intransitive one or not» FREYTAG gives the transitive meaning first, whilst LANE places it second. It is, however, quite certain that besides denoting 'he suffercd paiu JfZ* also significes Jie distressed* From this root I should suggest to derive Hebrew ^D which occurs in Isa 164. The old derivation from J^ he washed gentfy, rubbed with the hand is far from being satisfactory, äs one can scarcely follow how from a root which = washed gently the idea of extortioner, oppressor could x arisc. If derived from JP* he distressed, afflicted, γη which evidently must = an oppressor requires no iurther explanation. The form is f f d oubtlcss an unaugmented ^-^ with an active sense =» ^?9> someone iuho dis(resseS) or af icts. The signification of ^ which is a nomen agentis excludes the possibility of its being parsed s a JAS form.
The difficulty involved in the old explanation of ^D was keenly feit by several modern scholars, and it was therefore suggested to emend it to ^bn or ^Dh oppressor. This Suggestion would apparently find support in the circumstances that the other two nouns !# and DDh which are parallel to yfc are without the definite article. It is therefore probable that the Π was corrupted from Π. But if we connect ^ with Arabic J?Z> this emendation is rendered -unnecessary. The Π is by all probability affixed to ^1? for the sake of Variation.
T]}. It is well known that the word ΓΠ3 has two meanings. d) a woman in menstruation-, L·) impurity. It is thus manifest that they cannot both belong to one class; the former is an adjective, and is to be parsed £x s
as an unaugmented ^^y with a passive signification, whereas the latter is a Xika. In Hebrew HlJ is intransitive and = ed, eic. So also Arabic SJ. But in Syriac ^ is also transitive, and = he abhorred, hated, abominated, shimned. It is from this meaning, preserved in the comparatively late dialect, that /TU is. to be derived. It would thus == someone y or something abhorred, shunned, whence^ an unclean woman, ΓΝ}$ being understood. Syriac ll+* dirt is either a £L»3, or ^^ something to be shunnedy abhorred. The adjectival or participial character of ΓΡΟ is still preserved in rnftV *6 iTU n^'^1 (Ez 186) and to an unclean woman he does not come near. Grammarians explain this construction as a case of neun in apposition. But, as I have shown above 1 , such instances as rOV JTJSfS, ΠΜΪ n^S, HW )1ltf^ are simply nouns described by adjectives. In this passage ΓΠ3 can by no means be taken to be an abstract noun impurity, for in that case the only possible construction would have been JTO n^N. One cannot say in Hebrew HS to Π^«, but if the abstract n«bta is to be retained, the construct state of the qualified noun is to be used. The only possible way of explaining this difficult passage is by taking ΓΠ?
s an adjective, as suggested above. · This view being adopted we could dispense with the plausible emendation of CORNILL who proposes to read ΠΓΠ}? n$i* a ivojfian in her impurity, uncleanness. The expression rni yi5J an unclean, impure country (Ez 9 11) would also be greatly simplified if we were to take ΓΠ? s an adjective. It would then be exaclty like the phrase H«»tp ΠΟΊΚ (Amos 7 17). This, however, is not absolutely necessary, s we can take fHtf to be construct state.
F RST suggests deriving ΓΙ^ί from the root JT]J which in Fiel denotes he removed, put away^ and its form would then be like 13«. But this view is quite untenable, for the etymological explanation which he fters is far-fetched, and does not apply to the abstract noun.
The masculine form of JTli used s an adjective is to be found in jj ""D (Isa 17 n). Several explanations have been suggested for this difficult verse. Some commentators, s RASHI for instance, followed by modern ones, take it to be a heap s in Ex 158. They accordingly render the verse tfttJ* 3«?* rfjm DP T?jJ *IJ There is a heap of harvest in tJie day of affliction, or distress, and the pain is sore, taking i"6rj5 to be from fibn. As far s Π^Π5 itself is concerned unanimity of opinion has not been secured. The usual meaning of this word is possession, inJieritance, and a good number of scholars consider this sense suitable here. This view is supported by LXX which reads κλήρωση. But, s has been pointed out by DILLMANN, Π^Π? in the sense of possession never refers to tHe gathering-in of the-harvest. Nor is the continuation of the verse tttoij 2^ and the pain is sore very appropriate. Others take *tt to be the perfect of ΤΉ, and render fled is the harvest. But J^3 forms of the geminate verbs are always like ^i, having the same form s jJo. Nor would the syntactical rules allow the perfect to be used here. The same objection applies to the Suggestion to derive Ή from ΊΟ, either to regard it s a J-a£ like ΠΟ, or to emend it to the ordinary Ή. The last-mentioned Suggestion involves another difficulty, namely, that although 1J is akin to TU there is a shade of difference between them; the former denotes he ivandercd to and.fro, whereas the latter = he dcparttd, ed. Our context demands some such meaning s disappeared which cannot be obtained from ΠΧ The emendation T^jJ b ased on LXX εις άμητόν has nothing to recommend it, s it leaves the rest of the verse disconnected.
All difficulties would be removed and all emendations rendered c * superfluous if we took Ή to be an unaugmented passive 2ϋό Pialpcr, The Participial Formations of the Geminate Verbs. III.
Wc should thcn translate = despised, or abhorrcd is Ihe harvest in the day of illncss, and the pain is sore. In the first half of the verse we are told that everything will be in a prosperous condition, and the prophet continues that they will not be able to enjoy their wealth; the mortification is thus hardly bearable. GR TZ and others went a little too far in emending (Ez 167) to D^Jf n«? or D^J? TJJ. Although the sense which they assign to those phrases suits the context admirably, it is more than doubtful whether the expression ηη# rutt Hija or D^J> njj Π«2 could mean that, even if we had it in the text. One would rather expect HJJ^n "sp^JJ Hg or nij · Nor is the emendation necessary, since the text s it Stands gives good sense. Besides D^JJ I think that there are other passages in which 1? belonging to "HJJ was wrongly taken to mean a witness, from "HJJ, which is of exceedingly frequent occurrence. mented J-^ with an active signification of "HJJ he diminished, impaired, It should be noticed that in this passage there is no furrher mention of punishing the wizards, adulterers, etc., and this would be greatly missed if we were to take Ί5? to mean testifier, or witness. The expression Ί% ίΠΚ^ § (Ex 22 12) has been explained by EBN-EZRA to mean he should bring it (the torn animal) s evidence, and he compares it with Amos 3 12 As the sJtepherd saves fiom the vwuth of a on, etc. This is the most likely explanation if we take "l# s witness. The suffix according to this refers correctly to the subject of »"p l. The only doubt that is attached to this Interpretation is whether the construction yields this sense. One would rather expect *JJ^.
LXX reads εάν δε θηριάλωτον γένηται ά^ει αυτόν επί την θήραν, i. e. ΠΒ1ΒΓ? Π2 · V & °e tom h* should bring him to the torn animal, the suffix being referred to the owner. But according to this the end of the verse D^ tfb remains an awkward addition, a conjunctive particle bcing almost absolutely necessary.
For the Interpretation of Aba Saul quoted in a Baraitha see above.
1
If the root TlJJ in that sense is to be recognised in Hebrew, that explanation is the least open to objection.
HJJ. The ordinary adjective connected vvith HJJ he was mighly,
strong is tji which is, äs I have explained above, 2 not a J^^* °r ü·** but a J-is like pjn strong. ?y is usually regarded in every case äs an o 9 â bstract noun, and is then naturally a J-ÄS form. Accordingly ty in the expression iJJ 'pnfc ( 7 1 7) is also taken to mean sirength, and is explained äs a case of noun in apposition. So DRIVER^ and many others. The construction would, however, be greatly relieved from its awkward-(* » X ness if we were to take TjJ here äs an unaugmented J^** = NtJJ. It would then be an intransitive adjective like D^JJ, and would be classified by BARTH äs belonging to the intransitive ü perfect For the omission of the defmite article before fy qualifying ' ' which is determined, see above p. 112 where several instances of this kind are cited and explained.
G
In Arabic we have^* which has two significations: a) might, strength, potency, in which case it is a J^i form; U) strong, powerful, used äs an adjective, äs j* *££* a strong rain, and it is then doubtless an unaugmented -^ÄS. It is an intransitive adjective belonging to the z perfect
he fact that in Hebrew we have a J^aa and in Arabic a J-^AÄ form of UJJ and ^ should not cause any difficulty at all. Many other similar cases are found. Hebrew Dfc'JJ corresponds to Arabic ^^*·-BARTH explains such cases äs arising through metaplasm. For both and ü perfects are intransitive, and that is the reason why they frequently interchange.
IJJ a she-goat which corresponds to Arabic j£, Syriac li^-; construct state ip*, is doubtless to be derived form a root Dj;, and does not belqng here.
• · -' tottJJ. no quills were used äs pens in Biblical times. As the -word does not occur with Suffixes or in the plural, it is not easy to say with certainty whether it is to be derived from t^JJ or tottJJ. KÖNIG is in favour of the view \vhich derives it from tMJJ, and compares it with Arabic I>U sank, pcnetratcd. It is, ho\vever, difficult to see the connection of these two roots, and it is perhaps more appropriate to derive it from titpjj = Arabic k£ hc immersed, dipped. At the outset it must be observed that the apparently possible Suggestion of taking fcJJ äs something that is dipped, in ink or some other fluid, is not in accordance with the facts known to us of the methods of writing employed in the ancient world. For the pen or any other Instrument was not dipped, but only moistened. See especially NoWACK's Archäologie part I, p. 290. But it may possibly be that IDJi originally denoted something that is immersed in clay or stone when used for engraving. Afterwards the denotation of toJJ was extended to reed-pen which does not engrave, the language no longer being conscious of the original derivation. If this view bejfadopted, *" . tt# would be a J-^^ form -t^tpJJ with a passive signification. Nothing certain can, however, be said on this subject äs the däta available are by far insufficient to permit us to draw any definite conclusion. Nor do the other Semitic languages afford any assistance. Arabic uses ^XS and Syriac J.'xg instead of BJJ. And, äs we have no reliable description of the shape of the t% its etymology must remain doubtful. >J. From this root which ===== he inserted, thrust, ty a yoke is obviously to be derived. It is a J^^i form = WjJ with a passive signification, something tJiat is thrnst upon, hence a yoke.
In the same way-J^ a ring, a collar of iron put upon the neck y is to be explained. J£ has several significations one of which is he made to cnter, thrust. is a passive J-^ÄS = J^Ji and Ji routed which is a passive which is not found augmented.
CDJJ. The view of Oxford Gesenius Lexicon
]JS. FÜRST derives TW? ^ comer from HJÖ //<? turned. He explains it äs being connected with Fiel which = he cleared, put out of the way. It must be admitted that the meaning is not very clear. Nor is the form explicable, äs it has no analogy. For H^i, which, according to this scholar, is to be explained in the same way, is much better derived from T1J T . Most of the modern lexicographers and grammarians are therefore compeiled to assume a root ]53, apparently with the same meaning äs HJÖ. This is to some extent supported by the form ]ö which is to be recognised on account of 30 ^SN (Prov 7 8). The Versions, however, seem to read £? without a suffix. It is difficult to say what kind of a form it is, because of the uncertainty of the etymology. Its synonym JV1J which is doubtless borrowed from the » Syriac l&öj = Arabic %>j\j (supposed by FRÄNKEL to be a loan-word) is a J^U, and that -is the reason why its construct state is flMj3 (Zach 9 15) and not HMD.
ninbag niUön (Zeph I 16) /A* //*>// corners and Dntt5> teüü (ibid. 3 6) ///«> corners were laid waste are not very natural expressions, and have therefore been explained to have a figurative meaning. Similarly (2 Chro 26 5) which evidently has [a meaning similar to that of D has also been taken to possess a secondar sense. It is clear that in these three passages Häö must be a citadel, or stronghold^ and its connection with & a corner is not very plain. I should therefore like to suggest that this §? is not to be connected with ]iB äs a by-form to HJS, but is rather to be derived from )5| with a signification of its own = Arabic ^ one of whose meanings is he adorned, or decorated. would accordingly be the conspicuous part of a building which is decorated or adorned, äs the spire, for instance. This signification would suit admirably several passages in the Old Testament, especially 33 tö^fo ( 11822) for the top of a spire, äs the top of a corner can hardly be considered a natural expression.
The phrase DJJH fi1H3 the chiefs, or leaders of the people, which occurs several times, would naturally be developed from this 3 with a secondary meaning, the most prominent men of the nation. It would there be an unaugmented ^L·^ = HJ'OS with a passive signification, somethiiig adorned, or decorated.
If D'O'OS corals, pearls be regarded äs a genuine Semitic word, we cannot do better than derive it from this root, and take it äs an activê x augmented J-^ something that adorns^ or decorates. The Suggestion to connect it with Arabic ^-3 a brauch of a tree hardly deserves any consideration. GESENIUS-BUHL (i3th edition) explains it äs die eckigen verästelten Korallen, that is to say, a denominative of HiS a corner.
DDB. The radical signification of'HDS in IS HDS ( /2 6) abundance of corn is very Obscure. Some connect it with ^ it spread. FÜRST adopts this view and expjains the form äs a kittalat, like 2 . It is, however, more likely a &J^ form to he derived form DpB which has not been handed down to us. If not for the irregulär interchange of consonants involved, it would be possible to compare HDB with Arabic v _JLi was in good condition. LAGARDE and others emend it to which is the usual word for abundance. .-· HD a fragment, bit, morsel, usually of bread, seems to be a £ form with a passive signification like the augmented V?0 slain or ] a cJiild of the regulär verb. The ordinary phrase is Dr6 HD; but it is also found without Dr6, since in course of time it has been restricted to a bit> or morsel of bread.
The verb occurs only once in the Old Testament in connection with the meal offering (Lev 2 6). But in Arabic JSj is the ordinary word for he crumbled, broke into small pieces.
With suffixes HD becomes *fr%, etc. The is possibly attenuated from ä, äs in ^ä from "D2. It is, however, probable that we havê ^ <j <· » two forms J-«i and J-s**, both being passive participles. Thus ""J??
**' · <> î s really of a singular DD which would be an augmented J-^s = J"^?, just äs we have in Arabic iJ^ äs well äs i-^ both with passive sense.
It should be noticed that the plural D^ns has a slightly different meaning from the singular, for the latter seems to be used in more or less a collective sense like Dr6, whereas the plural is employed distributively. D^SD ( 147 1 7 It is also probable to connect D^*? with Arabic J^> he avertedt urned away with a transitive sense, s in ^^JL\\ ^ ^.AV ^ (Qor. XXVII, 24) and he turned them away from the (righf) path. We should then obtain a word *J? one who is averling, or sedncing. The explanation of the form would be the same s before, namely, it would be regarded s an active ,J-<^. The rendering would then be: they τνιΐΐ be seducers unto you* It would thus be identicai with the phrase "HnSD B5W ^P31 Χ ΓΠΓΡ and they will turn you away from after Jahweh. This meaning would perhaps suit better the parallel Β^ΙϋΛ to a snare.
Other commentators think that the word D^?b is shortened or compressed from Q?^?? Q^y??V ^01 (Num 33 55) and they will be thorns in your sides. To retain the Massoretic reading and consider that the word Π^Λ in itself could express thorns in * the side is more than questionable. The only way to secure that sense is to emend the text, and read s in Num 33 55. But s shown above MT gives excellent sense if properly understood.
It only remains now to mention the well- η& a large shield has been connected by GESENIUS with Arabiĉ >ti> he preserved, protected, kept. There certainly can be no question of deriving ritt from a root ]W, for in that case we should invariably expect iWS without a dagesh forte. We are therefore obliged to assume a root ]tt in Hebrew with the meaning he protected, being similar tô l£, but not identical with it. In any case ritt wouid be an unaugmented ^^ form = riytt with an active signification, something ihat preserves, or protects.
It would at first sight seem fanciful to connect ritt a shield with Arabic £~>Z> mentioned above, hence ritt = something that is clinging to the body. But a close examination of the original meaning of the other words used for shield in Hebrew would prove that this etymological explanation is more than probable, rnnb is found s a synonym of ritt in ψ· 91 4, and is naturally derived from 1HD he surrounded, hence rnnb which is an active participle, = something that surrounds the body. Cfl iifiBJin pn Π3?3 (ψ S T 3) K** a shield with satisfaction Thou wilt surround hiui.
Λ

Arabic £~ο = a i hing t o which one is tenacious^ o r clinging.
It is an unaugmented passive J-ct^ , and = cx^H» which is actually in use, and has precisely. the same signification. The latter also = tenacious^ in <> * which case it is an active Hi? cold, coolness is a jJU form of ]tt was cold which is frequent s a verb in Jewish-Aramaic and the Talmud, especially in the Nithpaal, s ]?£·>?. Buth this post-Biblical verb is probably a denominative. It is to be observed that ")£> is a synonym of ritt in this sense, and is naturally derived from T)g «= Arabic i* was cold. Now one of the original meanings of "^ is constans fuit in aliqua re. It is therefore not unlikely ·& ' that Π3? cold is more or less remotely eonnected with Arabic £~*>.
Vtf. Ί^ == a β in t with a sharp cdge, used s a knife, ŝ "i;n ^s ΓΓ2? (Ex 4 25). It corresponds to Arabic j£ a s tone with a sharp edge. The verb ^ he cut with a sharp stone appears to be a denominative. But whatever the original meaning of Zk may be, *& and
Jo seem to be unaugmented (J·^ and J-c^s forms, respectively. Whether they are active or. passive cannot be determined. ··'*? which A~*S would have usually denoted had it been a <*JJ >, one fails to conceive how the signification structure, etc. could have arisen.
In Hebrew Π|£ (Num 35 8) a large vaulted tent, is probably a loanword from the Arabic, s it occurs only once, and that in connection with the story of Zimri and the Midjanite princess. At all events it is "ίχ ^χ here also an unaugmented passive J^si = ΠΜ]ρ.
In Syriac two forms occur, JKooJo and jAsua. The meaning is in both cases the same s in Arabic and Hebrew. lk=>oJa is doubtless also P.·' *' ύ an unaugmented iJyii = ΙΚ^ΟΑΟ. This view is to some extent sup- TljJ. The Hebrew ΓΠ]? a spiee, usually cassia is acknowledged by the best authorities to be a foreign word like most of the names of spices, plants and trees, and has nothing to do with "Π|3 he bowed down.
•*"X & In Arabic 33 = he cut off, out, from which v>J> cut in an elongated form
is io be derived. It is an unaugmented 0-^ form with a passive signification, and = J^jJCi which is actually in use with the same meaning.
G.J.
Precisely the same is the case with *Ss a piece of a thing, a sect, a ]3j3. The connection of ]£ a nest with Arabic ^ quaesivit, etc., appears to be very remote, if it is to be recognised at all. It is, however, a very^ remarkable fact that the ordinary word used in Arabic for a nest is ^J^>, and one of the meanings of the verb ^s. is quaesivit. It is true at the same time that vjr £s· also signifies he joined out of which a nest, äs being joined, or constntcted, would naturally develop. But it cannot be denied that the fact that the notions of joining and seeking are expressed in Arabic by the same word proves that to a Semite these ideas had something in common. There are other circumstances which tend to prove this hypothesis. o-^i (eighth conjugation of = erectus stetit. We may therefore safely assume that ^K must have possessed some such meaning äs he constructed* There is no doubt that Ji£ adhacsit nido suo (avis) is a determinative, and cannot be taken to be the basis of the derivation of ^i. If we are to derive ]£ from the root ^ he sought, it is 'possible to explain the connection, because a nest, äs a home is sought by the family. In any case Jj5 is an un-*> s· augmented <J~^s .with a passive signification, either something that is sought', or something made ready, joined together.
That the original meaning of ]\> is a home, or room, can be proved by D^P cells, or rooms of Noah's ark (Gen 6 14) and 5Jä|? ybDS D^l (Num 2421) and thy nest, or habitation is put in a rock. According to this explanation it is unnecessary to take )j? here and in similar passages s having a secondary meaning. That )j? usually denotes a nesl of birds is due to later restriction of usage. This view is to some extent supported by Assyrian kinnu % kannu which = a nest y a family. From this root which = he cut off we get the frequently used
noun pj? an end. Had this word been a jj^j form it would have meant a cutting, a mode of cutting. The transition to an end would have scarcely been conceivable. If it is, however, taken to be a J-^ form = ^SjJ with a passive signification, its meaning becomes at once clear and intelligible. It originally meant something cut off, whence an end. But whatever the explanation of the formation of the ordinary γ\> may be, there is at least one place where the meaning end does not appear to suit the context. ^B^ B5j?l (Dan 9 26) and his end will be with a flood does not give very good sense, even if we were to take the expression to mean that his end will come speedily. For there can .be no reference to the downfall of Antiochus in this verse which merely describes his expedition. LXX reads και ή£ει ή ουντέλεια αυτού μετ* οργής; hence it has been suggested to emend the text to \^\ $&\ taking Ν|Π, which in MT seems to belong to the preceding clause, s predicate of lSj?1. But the objection raised above remains urianswered by this emendation. The verse would, however, become greatly simplified if we would explain ^J2 s an active <J-?^ denoting the agent, one who cuts, destroys\ Or perhaps it is better still to connect it with Arabic JaS be demolished, pulled down, hence ^ = ^VSfJ one who demolishes. It J would probably be a technical designation of some kind of leader or army. A parallel is to be found in D^t^1?? Π3Π&Ώ JVHtSteB 8SM (I Sam i Cf. γη above.
13 17) and the destroyer went forth from the camp of tJie Philistines. γ\> would accordingly be synonymous with JVn^D. In Arabic £Jis = a story, narrativc. As r one of the meanings of Ja* is he narrated, it is easy to see that £^ is an unaugmented V.-" < x X^ with a passive signification, something that is narrated. It is like the augmented Ο^Λ^Λ which is actually in use, and -a ^story, narrative. So also the masculine ^^-OLS. Another meaning of JoS is a croivd gathered in one place. In this case it is also a £X^*i with a passive signification, something cut off; hence a croivd s being a separate body. Cf. Arabic ζ-JaS a herd, or flock from gks he cut off, and Syriac fji^ a flock from ίϊ^, he cut off.
"V JJ· Of this root which = was cold, cool, we have in Hebrew the t t ^i | 3 as well s the intransitive adjective "I cold which is a <J-* .
SJ ^-5 S·' ^-**''
In Arabic the unaugmented forms »S, i"S, ,3, Cs coldness, chilliness are
, respectively. As adjectives the augmented forms and 5 alone are used.
In Hebrew this root is always (except when it denotes he shot in which case it has a quite ' different origin) intransive, and denotes was, or became great^ or numerous* In the Old Testament we have . -* the intransitive adjectives D"!) -muc/i, many, great, which is a ( J^s and the noun 1Ί abundance, inultitude> which is a Jii. But in a few places :Λ seems to be an adjective. Already QlMHl 1 ' mentions Λ οηηη HJJJ1 (Job 112) as being an adjective, and he thinks that it is a that is to say instead of !ΑΊ. QlMHl no doubt has the Jj-ai and <> ^.n ot the JLsii form in view. It is immateriai , whether we take 2h to be the simple form Sb"J or the lengthened from Sto'j, like DWJJ, since both would have the same meaning and, in the geminate verbs, when unaugmented, the same appearance. At all events it is self-evident that D'HS'N 2h must mean one who speaks miich, literally, one who is great in words. The. abstract abundance of words is out of place here, especially as it is parallel to DT\2^ tf ·«. Modern commentators emend it to 2Ί. They think they are supported by the Versions which have adjectives. But, as explained, there is no necessity of altering the text τ-Micklol, p. 128 a, Lyck cdiiion.
In a similar way n JT, t Tl rsrZh} (Job 37 23) should be rendered and he who is great in rightconsness will not afflict, that is to say, ^r\ is here an intransitive J^** or J^d. This makes ^\ parallel to N'ibJ. Here also it has been suggested to alter the text to HTj.
In ° ^-r -* 9Ϊ which is a J-»3 and the abstract noun ί]Ί tenderness, which is a J-»i.
& Ofy
In Arabic ^ lean or emaciated can scarcely be a <J-»£ form. It is an
unaugmented intransitive J-<^ = ^U5^ which is frequently met with, and has the same signification.
It is certainly very natural to connect Πο"1 α worin with Arabic ^. But the latter is both transitive and intransitive at the same time, and it is from the intransitive sense of £J ^ grezv rotten, decayed -that tp. has been derived. It has been explained s a -Las form rottenness, decay, whence a worm s the cause and sign of decay One is at once struck by the harshness of the transition. A much simpler and more intelligible explanation would be secured by taking. Π&Ί to be a '^^ form with an active significatiori and deriving it frorrt the transitive JJ ate > devonred, \vhich is given both by FREYTAG and LANE s the primary meaning. Thus HJp. originally meant something that devours, or erodes. That this is the right explanation may be seen from the synonym ΠϊΛίΠ which is an ordinary active participle (unlesswe take it to be a AI J form of JJ^). The verb J^fl does not occur, but it has been conjectured that it meant eroded, gnawed" 1 .
Whether the original verb DD^ occurs in the Old Testament is not certain. D^bin QT;} (Ex 1620) is usually taken to be a denominative of Π01, and D^m is explained s an accusative of result: and it grew wormy. But it is also probable that D*VJ has here its primary signification, and D^ffl is the subject. The translation would then be and the worms devoured it. The verb in the singular s predicate of ZL noun in the plural, especially when the former precedes the latter, is very frequent in Hebrew, and need not surprise us at all. The Suggestion least open to objection is that of FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH 1 to derive ΓΠ$ from Tl$ which has the same signification s Assyrian sad du «= to love, hence ΓΠ$ one wlw is beloved. DELITZSCH does not explain the form, but it is o evidently the same s in the case of E N-EzRA's explanation, a passive '^^ = ΠΊΠ^.
LXX renders it by οινοχόος α cup-bearer, obviously connecting it with rnij> = Syriac !;* he poured. So also Targum KVD pBH ρ?ΊΟ K"WD pipes thai pour in lukewarm waier. But s pointed out by E N-EZRA one would miss the reference to women. acacia iree and wood corresponding to Arabic iaXCo is a loanword, like most of the names of trees and plants in Hebrew, and is connected with Egyptian sndt.
9
)5#. It is usual to classify )^ a tooth among the J-« forms. The transition from the abstract a sharpening to the concrete a tooth which has a passive sense is not very natural. It is by far simpler to take The verb of this root does not occur in Hebrew. We only have the noun bri a mound. But s may be seen from Arabic <J5 prostrated, or threw io tke ground, bft has a passive signification, something throiyn to the ground, hence a mound> or more commonly a ruin-heap. It can therefore hardly be a jJU form, and it is much better explained äs an unaugmented J^. Its original signification is still preserved in the expression D^iy bn (Jos 8 28) an everlasting ruin-heap. Later on the language was no longer conscious of the derivation, and br\ was used for any mouud, for a ruin-heap is raised above the level of the grotmd. Hence we find fiVn ^ TJ; ^ (Jer 30 18 ? ?1V9 (Prov 1029) in which Dh is a ViJJB form. This verse is obviously best translated a refuge for the perfect man is the way of Jahweh, and thus Dh is parallel to ]}$ ^^b evil-doers, in the second clause. This is how it is actually taken by the Versions, and some modern commentators think that it should be emended to DPI 1 ?. Here again it is quite immaterial whether we take Eh äs an unaugmented lengthened Jj^ = D^Fl, or äs a simple J^ = Dbn. The other case TjTTDn (Prov 136) which is regarded by QlMl.U* äs an adjective is better explained äs an abstract noun, äs it is parallel to «12 .
In Arabic £->* = completion, when it is an abstract J-^j, äs well äs complete, in which case it is doubtless an unaugmented J-^s, being an As may be seen from filSDhD (Nah 2 8) beating, the original meaning of *)?Π is he beat, struck. Hence ^h a timbrel, tambourine iŝ jâ n unaugmented passive J>as = ^ίοζΐ something beatcn, or stntck. niDDin ni bj; (\}/ 68 26) damsels beating drums is evidently a denominative, but not ntS Jl p cited above where there is no idea of drum involved.
If the conjecture to read *)ΠΜ instead of ΙΓΡ} (I Sam 21 14) which is based on LXX reading έτυμττάνιζεν is correct, we should have another instance of the original verb.
[Abgeschlossen den 28. Mai 1909.] 
